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Why Do Business With Us?
Durable & Flexible

Our preform thermoplastic can be easily distinguished by its
flexibility, especially in colder temperatures. We have vigorously
tested our product to ensure it will not break on the job site,
making it easy for anyone to lay down.

Vibrant & Lasting Colors
Our product is formulated with virtually non-marring
properties to always allow you to be confident that your marking
will be white from day 1. After all, white lines should remain white.

Ultimate Customer Experience

We are fast, flexible, and fearless when meeting the demands
of our customers. Every package is triple inspected to ensure
accuracy and clean packaging to avoid flyaway debris on the job
site.
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Lines & Rolls
Preform offers lines and rolls in various
shapes and sizes. PREFORM is perfect
for line markings, crosswalks, stop bars,
parking lots, or other delineation
projects.
We stock a variety of widths from 4” to
24” and can create custom sizes upon
request. PREFORM lines and rolls have
factory-applied retroreflective glass
beads and friction particles ensuring
you get the brightest, safest product.
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Arrows
Preform manufactures directional arrows of all
shapes, sizes, and specifications. PREFORM
arrows have clean edge lines and can be made
with a single color or with a contrasting edge to
give the marking more emphasis on concrete
applications.
PREFORM arrows come with factory-applied
retroreflective glass beads and friction
particles ensuring you get the brightest, safest
product. In addition, we offer reversible arrows
that require bead broadcast during installation
in case left or right quantities are
undetermined. PREFORM arrows help ensure
drivers understand the direction of traffic and
make your streets and parking lots safer.
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Symbols
Preform specializes in all MUTCD standards and
specifications as well as globally known symbols for
traffic management. PREFORM symbols are created
for ease of installation with numbers inscribed into
the thermoplastic and clear assembly instructions.
Whether it be handicap logos, bike lane markings, or
stop sign emblems, we have you covered. PREFORM
symbols have factory-applied retroreflective glass
beads and high friction particles ensuring your
symbols stand out and are easy to spot.
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Letters & Numbers

PREFORM letters and numbers have factory-applied
retroreflective glass beads and friction particles to
make your messages stand out during the day and
most importantly at night.
Our letters and numbers can be made in a variety of
sizes & colors to abide by MUTCD, DOT, as well as
custom specifications. Numbers are excellent ways
to allocating parking stalls at your place of business
or warehouse to communicate with motorized and
non-motorized traffic.
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RideSafe

RideSafe demarcation system combines a single
component acrylic binder with premium pigments and
colorized aggregate for a durable, long-lasting, and
brilliant finish to any demarcation project.
Visually stunning and colorfast RideSafe not only looks
good but also offers additional traction for cyclists and
vehicles. The colorized aggregate ensures the marking
remains brilliant even when exposed to traffic.
RideSafe is available in a variety of colors and can be used
to economically delineate bike lanes, bus lanes, toll roads,
or any other area where there are conflict locations
between alternate modes of transportation.

Advantages:
Fast application. Single component binder ensures no
messy mixing or confusing multiple component ratios
Durable
Additional traction
Colorfast
Available in MUTCD specified colors for bike and bus
lanes or can be color-matched to a specified color
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Custom Designs
We make custom logos to highlight your brand and draw customers to your
place of business. Don’t go unnoticed by drivers and passerby’s, a PREFORM
thermoplastic logo will help your storefront stand out. Available in a variety of
colors, our team is eager to distinguish you from others. Factory-applied
retroreflective glass beads and friction particles are included to ensure your
logo stays bright and is safe in all weather conditions.
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Made to Perform
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